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INTRODUCTION
 Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Limited (Armscor) established in

terms of the Armaments Corporation of South Africa, Limited Act (Act 51 of
2003)
 State – owned entity as contemplated in the Companies Act, 2008
 Listed as a Schedule 2 Public Entity in terms of the PFMA
 Further regulated by the Regulations issued in the terms of the PFMA and the

Companies Act
 The Minister responsible for Armscor is the Minister of Defence & Military

Veterans
 The Board of Directors is the Accounting Authority of Armscor
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INTRODUCTION (Cont.)
 Within its mandate, Armscor’s objectives are to meet the following
requirements of the DoD:
 defence matériel needs
 technology development
 research & development
 test & evaluation
effectively, efficiently and economically
 Adhere to accepted principles of corporate governance and lawfulness
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STRATEGIC: CONTEXT
 Armscor was becoming irrelevant and unsustainable.
 The funding shortfall in the SANDF was an existential threat to Armscor.
 Armscor’s relevance is determined by
o The SANDF: hence the new Armscor Strategy – In Time, On Time, Towards a
Sustainable Future.
o Government as the main shareholder. This requires an Armscor commitment to
national agenda objectives such as.
o Reducing the burden on the fiscus.
o Increasing employment.
o Growing the RSA economy.

 A turnaround was initiated based on the following premises:
o The benefits of the Defence sector go beyond the military and technological
advances, including domestic employment, high-technology skills and economic
growth.
o The Defence Force and Armscor must become a greater and visible asset to the
economy.
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STRATEGIC: TURNAROUND
Non-Exhaustive

Focus Areas

Sustainability and
Commercialisation

Organisational
Transformation

Expansion of
Armscor Services

Description

 Identify and develop income-generating initiatives.

 Turnaround without job losses.
 The organisation needs to be effective in a different future.
Additional skills are required. A different balance between
Acquisition, R&D and Technology may be required.
 Expansion of Armscor services to the UN and other multi-lateral
entities.
 Promotion of Armscor services to a wider client base.
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Turnaround Work Streams and Projects
Workstream
1 Designing a new
Vision for the
future

2

3

Projects
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Vision & Design
SOE Collaboration
Strategy Planning Process
KPI Dashboard Development

Developing new
Revenue-driven
Strategies

2.1 Drive Revenue by Leveraging Core Strengths
2.2 Sweating Special Armscor Assets
2.3 Commercialising of Technologies and Patents
2.4 Developing a Business Development Unit and
ESD
2.5 Development of a Framework for Innovate
Solutions
2.6 Set-up a Defence Review Fund

Enhancing &
Improving our
Core Functions

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Acquisition Process Reform
Procurement (Supply Chain Management)
R&D Management and Analysis
Championing Innovation

ARRESTING THE DECLINE OF THE SANDF
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Turnaround Work Streams and Projects
Workstream
4

5

Communication,
Change
Management &
Stakeholder
Engagements
A new Governance
model for a “new”
Armscor

6
Driving Greater
Efficiencies

Description





4.1 Change Management
4.2 ERP Change Management
4.3 Communications
4.4 Employee Relations

 5.1 Governance and Operations Management
 5.2 Programme Management Office
 5.3 Risk Assessment

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Cost-Spend Analysis
Project Review
Supplier Contract Management
Procurement Transformation
Finance Function Redesign

ARRESTING THE DECLINE OF THE SANDF
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STRATEGIC: RELEVANCE
 Armscor relevance to the DOD was increased through:
o Development of alternative funding concepts for the Defence Review.
o Specific measures relating to DENEL.
o Substantial support to the development of the National Defence Industry Strategy.
o Proactively developing/applying new policies to improve the chances of the small
player in the defence industry (Defence Industry Fund, G2G agreements, etc).
 Armscor relevance to the SANDF improved through:
o The business remodelling of the SA Navy dockyard.
o Processes to increase the tempo of acquisition.
o Continuous support to the implementation of the Defence Review and the
Permanent Military Planning Team.
o Provision of project oversight for the relocation of the Defence Intelligence HQ.
o Additional operational level reports are provided later.
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STRATEGIC: PROGRESS
 Armscor grows the RSA Economy through measures such as:
o Value extraction from already existing IP.
o Available to small business without risking alienation.
o International leveraging (India).
o Becoming an interface between the UN and services in Africa.
o Armscor providing services to African clients (Nigeria, Kenya and others).
 Armscor empowers the smaller player through measures such as:
o No longer applying a winner-takes-all approach in acquisition.
o A Defence Charter (BBBEE) is making rapid progress under guidance of NDIC.
 Armscor reduces the burden on the fiscus by activating alternative incomes:
o Fees on services rendered to international entities.
o Sweating its own assets.
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STRATEGIC SUPPORT REQUIRED
 Interdepartmental facilitation:
o Treasury
o New requlations not aligned with the complex acquisition environment.
o Why Armscor as the broker?
o Funding innovation
o DOD funding model validation process underway.
o Treasury approval will be required for ring fencing of revenue.
o PWD concurrence re DOD properties under their custodianship.
o DST
o SKA.
o New legislation re exploitation of IP.
o All departments
o Broader utilisation of Armscor’s complex acquisition competencies e.g. in the
security cluster and in other state owned entities.
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- ACQUISITION •

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
 Upgrade of communication & navigation systems on all
Oryx 39 aircrafts were successfully completed and
delivered to the SAAF.
 A-Darter Missile - delivery of the first batch of missiles is
scheduled for the third quarter of the 2016 calendar year.
The contract for the integration of the A-Darter missile
onto the Hawk aircraft is expected to be concluded in the
first half of 2016/17 financial year.

•

MARITIME SYSTEMS
 Acquisition of Hydrographic Survey & Multi-Mission
Patrol capabilities await decision by DoD & SAN as
budget is being reviewed.
 Tug replacement programme - the new and fully qualified
tugs have been delivered during July 2015 and February
2016 respectively and have successfully been taken into
operational use by the SA Navy.
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- ACQUISITION (Cont.) LANDWARD SYSTEMS
• New Generation Infantry Combat Vehicle
 Replacement of Ratel Infantry Combat Vehicle
 Out of 242 vehicles, 21 vehicles delivered by Patria Land,
221 will be produced locally by Denel Land Systems
 Transfer of technology to ensure local industrialisation &
production is progressing well. Initial training of artisans, in
Finland, was completed in October 2015
 Section variant development completed during 2015/16 &
the 1st locally assembled will be completed in 2016/17
 Final training will take place during the local assembly
• Ground Based Air Defence System (GBADS)
 Phase 1 of GBADS programme was completed &
delivered to SA Army
 Phase 2 of GBADS programme entails upgrading of firecontrol system of the 35 mm anti-aircraft guns to enhance
operational capability.
o
o

During the reporting period, 8 x guns (MK 5A and MK 7) were
locally upgraded and accepted.
Various systems were upgraded, procured and tested at Alkantpan
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•

•

PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- ACQUISITION (Cont.) COMMON WEAPON SYSTEMS
New Generation Tactical Communication Systems
 The project entails acquisition of a new generation tactical
communication system for the SANDF.
 Development of various communication elements progressing
well & will result in a 1st tactical communications system in the
world that provides complete interoperability between all
elements without making use of gateways.
 Manufacturing baselines for development & industrialisation of
4 x major subsystems have been established.
 Production orders were placed & 1st batch of equipment
delivered

DEFENCE INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION (DIP)
 DIP involves obligation incurred by a foreign supplier to
reciprocate defence-related business in South Africa.
 Armscor is currently managing:
 13 x DIP agreements from capital acquisition projects
 1 x obligation from Strategic Defence Packages
 1 x agreement from procurement of pistols for SAPS
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS & INNOVATION
• Technology partners: Armscor R & D institutes, CSIR, Universities & SADI
• Some major technology programmes:
 The technology development of an All Weather Air Defence Missile
(AWADM)
 1st ballistic firing of AWADM demonstrator in Sept 15 was successful

 Radar technology development prgramme
 A field deployable technology demonstrator was successfully created and
tested

 Mission control training simulator was developed as a technology
demonstrator
 It is used for Hawk & Gripen fighters and mission controllers

 An off-board decoy to steer missile away from target was developed


successfully tested on frigate in the latter half of 2015
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- Research & Development (Cont.)-

TEST AND EVALUATION FACILITIES
• GEROTEK
 Has the required accreditation for testing and
evaluation capabilities
 Military & commercial vehicle testing were conducted
during 2015/16
 Defensive & advance driver training conducted for
DoD, SAPS, SSA, SARB, Tshwane Rapid Transport

• ALKANTPAN TEST RANGE
 Significant increase in the number of tests conducted,
resulting in 15% on the planned sales.
 International clients contributed 64% of the total sales of
R81,8 million.
 Concluded 2 year contract with Singapore clients to 2018
 New equipment was bought & a tracking radar upgraded
to enhance capability
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- Research & Development (Cont.)OPERATIONAL&SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
•

•

•

•

•

Amour Development
 Armour development was contracted to evaluate body armour and to
offer solutions to the SANDF for the improvement thereof.
Protechnik
 Protechnik single-handedly and successfully hosted the Analytical
Chemistry Course for African States Parties that are signatories to
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC).
Hazmat
 Hazmat’s income is derived from commercials business. Hazmat
managed to exceed budgeted sales by 30%, despite the current
economic climate and decline in the mining industry.
Ergotech
 Work was conducted on cognitive ergonomics and functional
performance aimed at enhancing soldier performance.
 Evaluation services were conducted for the new generation infantry
combat vehicle project
 Ergotech was once again involved in the selection of SAAF flight crew
Defence Decision Support Institute (DDSI)
 DDSI provided specific value-adding services for decision making in
the DoD.
 Supported systems include Samil, Artillery, Ratel, Rooikat to name a
few
 DDSI members are an integral part of the permanent Defence
Secretariat planning team and actively support the military Defence
Review implementation team.
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- Research & Development (Cont.) OPERATIONAL&SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
•

Institute for Maritime Technology (IMT)
 Mandated to develop and maintain a sustainable
capability for techno-military expertise to support
naval decision making
 IMT research and testing activities include:





Under water security domain
Off-board active decoy concept demonstration
Manufacturing of acoustic torpedo targets
First European South African Transmission Experiment
(FESTER) – joint international experiment with Netherland,
Germany and Norway

 New version of Ultra Sonic Rail Detector systems will
be ready for market in 2017
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PERFORMANCE OF OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
- Dockyard PLANNED AND UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE PROJECTS
•
Frigates
 SAS MENDI: The project completion date had to be
revised due to the funding challenges. The revised
planned completion date is November 2016, funding
dependable.
• Patrol Vessels
 SAS MAKHANDA: The project plan has been completed
and is under consideration for approval by the SA Navy.
• Tugs
 TUG INDLOVU: The planned project was successfully
completed by the Dockyard within time, cost and
performance goals.
• Independent vessels
 SAS DRAKENSBERG: The was successfully completed on the
planned completion date – May 2015.
 SAS PROTEA: The project was completed on the planned
termination date, despite scope growth of greater than 40%.
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Transformation
Armscor has maintained its Level 2 BEE status
Armscor supports BEE owned companies
BEE Spend - Core functions
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00

Billions

•
•

2.50

2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
STATE OWNED
ENTERPRISES
(SOE)

NONCOMPLIANCE
ENTERPRISES
(NCE)

MORE THAN
50% BLACK
OWNED
ENTERPRISES
(BOE)

MORE THAN
30% BLACK
WOMEN
OWNED
ENTERPRISES
(BWOE)

Foreign

152,665,016.7

3,968,523,383

520,449,937.5

236,707,459.2

105,607,651.5

841,420,287.6

528,047,894.6

76,200,043.25

2,835,333,480

170,017,914.4

655,395,561.7

158,373,721.2

880,161,060.5

695,467,127.6

63,132,655.00

3,320,217,888

234,195,963.9

259,450,292.5

66,129,255.07

1,243,483,069

LARGE
ENTERPRISES
(LE)

QUALIFYING
SMALL
ENTERPRISES
(QSE)

EXEMPTED
MICRO
ENTERPRISES
(EME)

Mar-14

2,420,431,782

525,799,395.3

Mar-15

3,931,545,463

Mar-16

2,630,970,549
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Transformation (Cont.)
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Transformation (Cont.)
• Armscor continues to drive transformation through Employment Equity Plan
• Focus areas include: women and physically challenged individuals
• Transformation target to increase black employees from 64% to 66% was exceeded;
75% achieved
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Transformation (Cont.)
• Continuous Improvement in employee satisfaction survey - from
64,5% (2014) and 67,7%(2015) to 68,7% (2016).
• As part of the succession planning, 174 successors have been
identified for 153 key positions
• Skills Development Programmes
 Armscor Management and Leadership Programme
 International Training Programmes
 Adult Education and Training Programmes
• 77 apprentices were appointed in the Dockyard of which 33
belonged to Western Cape Dept of Economic Development and
Tourism
• Armscor is currently providing 55 undergraduates with bursaries,
including 6 x beneficiaries of military veterans
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CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Some of the initiatives undertaken during the 2015/16:
• WOMVASA
 Initial investment of R350k to establish and operate a selfsustainable women military veterans entity.
 Armscor hosted an entrepreneurial workshop for women military
veterans

•

MILITARY VETERANS OUTREACH PROGRAMME


•

SANDF EDUCATION TRUST


•

Armscor partnered with the DoD and SANMVA, and distributed
about 5 000 blankets to military veterans, nationally
A donation of R100 000 to SANDF Education Trust to support
educational aspirations of beneficiaries of SANDF members
killed while executing duties.

CAREER AWARENESS



Over 8 000 learners were reached & educated on career
opportunities available in defence and aerospace industry through
career exhibitions
Learners from Bokamoso High School in Hammanskraal were
hosted by Armscor during “Take A Girl Child To Work” Cell C
campaign

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE VS. GOALS
Objectives 1 – 2: Measure effectiveness of acquisition function in terms of:
• Contracts to be placed: commitment of funds
• Achieved cash flow against formally planned cash flow ito of commitments
 Objectives exceeded
Objective 3 Schedule placement:
• Target set to measure the average time taken from receipt of requirement to
placement of contract
 Objective exceeded (achieved 75,2 days vs. 90 days)

OBJECTIVES
MEASURING
FUNCTIONS IN
TERMS OF SLA

Objective 4 Management of Defence Industrial Participation:
• Execution of DIP obligations
 Objective exceeded (achieved R103.8m vs. R101.5m)

Objective 5: Management & Execution of Defence Technology, Test and
Evaluation requirements for DOD:
• Execution by Armscor Defence Institutes of contractual milestones/ deliveries
 Objective exceeded (achieved 99.6% vs. 92%)

Objective 6: Dockyard:
• Management and performance against Dockyard Mandate
 Objectives achieved
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Strategic objective 1 – Acquisition excellence
To meet the SANDF’s materiel requirements on time and in time, based
on compliant governance policy, processes and procedures
 All objectives achieved
Strategic objective 2 – Technology advancement
To direct and sustain research and development in line with the
capability requirements of the DOD
 All objectives achieved
ACHIEVEMENT OF
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

Strategic objective 3 – Resourcing of Armscor capabilities
To ensure that Armscor generates sufficient income to meet its funding
needs in the near to medium term through innovative business initiatives.
 Some objectives achieved, while others not achieved and some
partially achieved
Strategic objective 4 – Industry Sustainability
To sustain and support the SADI so that it meets the requirements of the
SANDF and contributes to economic development.
 Objectives achieved with one not achieved
Strategic objective 5 – Stakeholder relationships.
To build, maintain strengthen relationships with all stakeholders through
different marketing communication and engagement platforms.
 Objectives achieved
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCED RESULTS:

NET GROUP VALUE
2 150.0
2 100.0
2 050.0
2 000.0
1 950.0
1 900.0
1 850.0
1 800.0

2 117.2

Net Profit Contributors
 Net gains from revaluation of fixed and
investment properties R322.9m ( revaluation
of fixed properties done every 3 years and
annually for investment property).
Net Profit Detractors
 Revenue declined by 8%
 Investment revenue declined by 13%
 Allocation (grant) declined by 6% (second
year during which allocation cut by National
Treasury is implemented)
 Operating expenditure increased by 13%
(including unrecognized actuarial loss due to
settlement of post retirement medical
liability).

1 920.0

NET GROUP VALUE
2016

2015

Net Group Value Contributor
 Surplus achieved for the financial year
mainly due the gains from revaluation of
properties.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
(Cont.)
Operating Expenses:






Statement of Financial Position
2 500.0
2 000.0
1 500.0

2192.2

2 049.0

Financial Position:

1 995.0

1 725.2



1 099.6

988.5

1 000.0

658.6

446.6

383.9

186

500.0



0.0
2016

2015

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Operating expenditure increased by 13%
mainly due to unrecognized actuarial losses
of R139.5m from settlement of post
retirement medical liability, as well as loss
on revaluation of investment property of
R37.1m.
Excluding above costs, other operating
expenditure showed no growth due to
stringent cost containment measures.
Allocation (grant) covers 60% of
operating expenses



Non current assets and liabilities decreased
due to funds used for settlement of post
retirement medical liability
Capital and reserves increased due to
surplus achieved for the year
Group retained healthy liquidity and
solvency position

SUMMARY
Highlights:
New strategy approved and supported.
Government to government acquisition services achieved, e.g. Nigeria.
Agreement with UN on procurement co-operation (planned conference).
Lead partner for AAD.
Defence Charter initiated.
DPME in Presidency rated DOD/Armscor best for strategic planning.
DI HQ tasking.
Dockyard transfer process 75% complete (31 March 2016)
Clean audit with no qualification
Maintained level 2 B-BBEE
Supported the establishment of WOMVASA.
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THANK YOU
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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